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Edible flowers turn
into sweet retail deal
Lower prices lead to more sales
THE SUGAR FLOWER CAKE SHOP’S delicate edible florals,
foliage and figurines are its signature creations, topping
the custom cakes it bakes for special occasions. But last
summer, with the West Side firm’s prices as high as
$3,000 for a four-tiered cake for 200 people, many
brides increasingly sought to slice their wedding
expenses and limited their purchases to the flowers.
Smelling opportunity in the do-it-yourself baking market,
owner Amy DeGiulio cooked up the idea of shaping her
sugary blooms for the retail shelf. 

Through Twitter, she stumbled upon Dean & DeLuca’s
address for new products, which led her to drop off
samples of her handmade creations. The gourmet-food
chain responded with orders for individually boxed
seasonal and holiday blossoms, which retail for between
$30 and $100, depending on the design’s intricacy

Since October, Dean & DeLuca has been showcasing
the blossoms in its SoHo and Madison Avenue stores.
Plans are in the works to include them in its winter catalog.

With retail sales adding a few thousand dollars to
Sugar Flower’s coffers, Ms. DeGiulio is gearing up to
craft long-stemmed Valentine’s Day roses.

Getting into the aisles
Gift-basket maker Metropolitan
shifts to the supermarket
ABOUT TWO YEARS AGO, with clients like Federal Express,
UBS and AIG pulling the plug on their corporate largesse,
Metropolitan Gifts, a four-year-old purveyor of custom
corporate gift baskets, began targeting the retail trade.

Equipped with a directory of food stores, Greg Roberts,
the Brooklyn firm’s founder and president, cold-called
companies, following up with handwritten notes and
meetings in far-flung headquarters.

As a result, Metropolitan’s goodie-filled baskets line the shelves at many chains, including
Pathmark and Price Chopper. Sales have jumped as much as 20% between 2008 and 2009,
and the firm has added 10 employees, bringing the total count to 15.

But with supermarkets notoriously slow-paying and financing hard to come by, Mr. Roberts is
moonlighting as a waiter and bartender to tide his firm over.

Fixtures firm’s upscale design
Watermark taps stronger profit margins
AS THE HOUSING MARKET CRUMBLED and architects lamented fewer building
projects on their drafting tables, Watermark Designs, a manufacturer of everything
from bathroom and kitchen faucets to towel bars and other accessories, braced
itself for a reversal of fortune. “Faucets are the tail end of the construction
business,” says Avi Abel (right, shown with his father, Jack). The younger Mr. Abel is
general manager of the family-owned Brooklyn firm. 

Preparing itself for a business downturn, Watermark stopped introducing items
costing a few hundred dollars. Instead, it began manufacturing products imbued
with a designer cachet—not only to justify elevated prices, but also to achieve
stronger profit margins. A three-piece faucet set is tagged as high as $1,500.

The firm’s transformation rested not only on getting designers and architects
to use Watermark to produce their fittings for residential and commercial
properties, the 10-year-old company also sought licensing agreements that
permitted it to market these items to its own network of plumbing wholesalers
and retailers.

While sales have fallen
since 2007, Watermark’s
branded, high-end
offerings, which carry
designer names like
Clodagh, have enabled it to
remain in the black and
retain all but five of its 
59 employees.
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